We present a novel approach to tackle domain adaptation between synthetic and real data. Instead, of employing "blind" domain randomization, i.e., augmenting synthetic renderings with random backgrounds or changing illumination and colorization, we leverage the task network as its own adversarial guide toward useful augmentations that maximize the uncertainty of the output. To this end, we design a min-max optimization scheme where a given task competes against a special deception network to minimize the task error subject to the specific constraints enforced by the deceiver. The deception network samples from a family of differentiable pixel-level perturbations and exploits the task architecture to find the most destructive augmentations. Unlike GAN-based approaches that require unlabeled data from the target domain, our method achieves robust mappings that scale well to multiple target distributions from source data alone. We apply our framework to the tasks of digit recognition on enhanced MNIST variants, classification and object pose estimation on the Cropped LineMOD dataset as well as semantic segmentation on the Cityscapes dataset and compare it to a number of domain adaptation approaches, thereby demonstrating similar results with superior generalization capabilities.
Introduction
The alluring possibility of training machine learning models on purely synthetic data allows for a theoretically infinite supply of both input data samples and associated label information. Unfortunately, for computer vision applications, the domain gap between synthetic renderings and real-world imagery poses serious challenges for generalization. Despite the apparent visual similarity, synthetic images structurally differ from real camera sensor data. First, synthetic image formation produces clear edges with approximate physical shading and illumination, whereas real images undergo many types of noise, such as optical aberrations, Bayer demosaicing, or compression artifacts. Second, the visual differences between synthetic CAD models and their actual physical counterparts can be quite significant. Apart from the visual gap, supervised approaches also require cumbersome and error-prone human labeling of real training data in the form of 2D bounding boxes, segmentation masks, or 6D poses [25, 17] . For other approaches, such as robotic control learning, solutions must be found by exploration in tight simulation-based feedback loops that require synthetic rendering [28, 39, 31] .
The gap between the visual domains is nowadays mainly bridged with adaptation and/or randomization techniques. In the case of supervised domain adaptation approaches [54, 32, 3, 30] , a certain amount of labeled data from the target domain exists, while in unsupervised approaches [13, 46, 41, 4] the target data are available but unlabeled. In both cases, the goal is to match the source and target distributions by finding either a direct mapping, a common latent space, or through regularization of task networks trained on the source data. Recent unsupervised approaches are mostly based on generalized adversarial networks (GANs) [4, 22, 26, 46, 49, 24, 43, 36, 1] and although these methods perform proper target domain transfers, they can overfit to the chosen target domain and exhibit a decline in performance for unfamiliar out-of-distribution samples.
Domain randomization methods [47, 21, 29, 52, 45] have no access to any target domain and employ the rather simple technique of randomly perturbing (synthetic) source data during training to make the tasks networks robust to perceptual differences. This approach can be effective, but is generally unguided, and needs an exhaustive evaluation to find meaningful augmentations that increase the target domain performance. Last but not least, results from pixellevel adversarial attacks [6, 44] suggest the existence of architecture-dependent effects that cannot be addressed by "blind" domain randomization for robust transfer.
We propose herein a general framework that performs guided randomization with the help of an auxiliary deception network trained in a similar min-max fashion as GAN The weights of the deception network are updated, while those of the recognition network are frozen. The recognition network's objective is maximized instead of being minimized, forcing the deception network to produce increasingly confusing images. Phase 2: The generated deceptive images provided by the deception network, whose weights are now frozen, are passed to the recognition network and its weights are updated such that the loss is minimized. As a result of this min-max optimization, the input images are automatically altered by the deception network, forcing the recognition network to be robust to these domain changes.
networks. This is done in two alternating phases, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . In the first phase, the synthetic input is fed to our deception network responsible for producing augmented images that are then passed to a recognition network to compute the final task-specific loss with provided labels. Then, instead of minimizing the loss, we maximize it via gradient reversal [12] and only back-propagate an update to the deception network parameters. The deception network parameters are steering a set of differentiable modules M 1 , ..., M N , from which augmentations are sampled. In the next phase, we feed the augmented images to the recognition network together with the original images to minimize the task-specific loss and update the recognition network. In this way, the deception network is encouraged to produce domain randomization by confusing the recognition network, and the recognition network is made resilient to such random changes. By adding different modules and constraints we can influence how much and which parts of the image the deception network alters. In this way, our method outputs images completely independent from the target domain and therefore generalizes much better to new unseen domains than related approaches. In summary, our contributions are:
• DeceptionNet framework that performs a min-max optimization for guided domain randomization; • Various pixel-level perturbation modules employed in such a framework suited for synthetic data; • Novel sequences:
MNIST-COCO and Extended Cropped LineMOD that allow to demonstrate our strong generalization capabilities to unseen domains.
In the experimental section we will show that steered randomization by leveraging the network structure actually generalizes much better to new domains than unsupervised approaches with access to the target data while performing comparably well to them on known target domains.
Related Work
Domain Adaptation. Various domain adaptation works put their efforts to bridge the gap between the domains mostly based on unsupervised conditional generative adversarial networks (GANs) [46, 41, 4, 1] or style-transfer solutions [14] . These methods use an unlabeled subset of target data to improve the synthetic data performance. For example, the authors of [4, 1] proposed to use GANs to learn the mapping from synthetic images to real. Extending this idea, approaches of [43, 36] use GANs to tune the parameters of user-defined transformations to fit to the target distribution. As opposed to GANs, work [11] used a sequence autoencoder to extract the feature vector pairs from the available data, which are then decoded to generate new data samples.
Alternatively, domain-invariant features that work well for both real and synthetic domains can be learned. [35] mapped real image features to the feature space of synthetic images and used the mapped information as an input to a task-specific network, trained on synthetic data only.
Another example is DSN [5] , which proposes the extraction of image representations that are partitioned into two subspaces: private to each domain and one which is shared across domains (learning domain-invariant features). The shared subspace is then used to train a classifier that per-forms well on both domains. Similarly, DRIT [23] embeds images on a domain-invariant content space (capturing shared information across domains) and a domain-specific attribute space by introducing a cross-cycle consistency loss based on disentangled representations. Other approaches, such as DANN [13] or ADDA [49] instead focus on adapting the recognition methods themselves to make them more robust to the domain changes. Domain Randomization. However, what if one does not have real data available? The answer for this case is domain randomization. Domain randomization is a popular approach [47, 21, 52, 34, 45, 38] that aims to randomize parts of the domain that we do not want our algorithm to be sensitive to. For example, [47] and [38] trained complex recognition methods by means of adding variability to the input render data, i.e., different illumination conditions, texture changes, scene decomposition, etc. This sort of parameterization allows to learn features that are invariant to the particular properties of the domain. The authors of [52] used a sophisticated depth augmentation pipeline trying to cover possible artifacts of the common commodity depth sensors. It was then used to train a network removing these artifacts from the input and generating a clean, synthetically-looking image. Building on top of this idea, the methods of [34, 45] extended this to the RGB domain.
Nevertheless, the main question remains unsolved: What is the main cause of confusion given the domain change? Domain randomization tries to target all possible scenarios, but we do not really know which of them are actually useful to bridge the domain gap. Moreover, covering all possible variations present in the real world by applying simple augmentations is almost impossible.
Our approach can be placed between domain randomization and GAN methods, however, instead of forcing randomization without any clear guidance on its usefulness, we propose to delegate this to a neural network, which we call deception network, which tries to alter the images in an automated fashion, such that the task network is maximally confused. Moreover, to do so, we do not require any images, labeled or unlabeled, from the target domain.
Methodology
As outlined, our approach towards steered domain randomization is essentially an extension of the task algorithm. Therefore, we have the actual task network T (x ; θ T ) →ŷ, which, given an input image x, returns an estimated labelŷ (e.g., class, pose, segmentation mask, etc.), and (2) a deception network D that takes the source image x s and returns the deceptive image x d , which, when provided to the task net T (D(x s )) →ŷ d , maximizes the difference between y d and y s . While the recognition network architectures are standard and follow related work [4, 12] , we will first focus herein on our structured deception network first, and then describe the optimization objective and the training.
To formalize our pipeline, let X 
Deception Modules
The deception network D follows the encoder-decoder architecture where input x s is encoded to a lowerdimensional 2D latent space vector z and given as an input to multiple decoding modules M 1 , ..., M n . The final output of D is then a weighted sum of decoded outputs
H×W act as spatial masking operations. While such a formulation allows for flexibility, the decoders must follow a set of predefined constraints to create meaningful outputs and leverage an inherent image structure instead of finding trivial mappings to decrease the task performance (e.g., by decoding always to 0). Note that our proposed framework is general and, thus, requires instantiations of the deception network for specific datasets. Similar to architecture search, discovering the "best" instantiation is infeasible, but good ones can be found by analyzing the data source. After a reasonable experimentation we settled on certain configurations for MNIST (RGB) and LineMOD (RGB-D), depicted in Fig. 2 . We continue by providing more detail on the used decoder modules and their constraint ranges.
Background Module (BG)
Since our source images have black backgrounds, they hardly transfer over to the real world with infinite background variety, resulting in a significant accuracy drop. [21, 29] tackle this problem by rendering objects on top of images from large-scale datasets (e.g., MS COCO [25] ).
Instead, our background module produces its output by chaining multiple upsampling and convolution operations. While the output is rather simple at start, the module regresses very complex and visually confusing structures in the advanced stages of training.
For MNIST, we used a simpler variant that outputs a single RGB background color ∈ [0, 1] and an RGB foreground bias ∈ [0.1, 0.9] (restricted not to intersect with the background color). To form the output, we first apply the background color and then add the foreground bias using the mask. We ensure that the final values are in the range [0, 1].
Distortion Module (DS)
The module is based on the idea of the elastic distortions first presented in [42] . Essentially, a 2D deformation field is randomly initialized from [−1, 1] and then convolved with Figure 2 : Architecture of the deception networks used for the presented experiments. For the case of MNIST classification, three deception modules are used: the distortion module applying elastic deformations on the image, the BG/FG module responsible for generating background and foreground colors, and the noise module additionally distorting the image by applying slight noise. The LineMOD dataset requires a more sophisticated treatment and features four deception modules: noise and distortion (applied on depth channel only), modules similar to the previous case, pixel-wise BG module and light module generating different illumination conditions based on the Phong model. a Gaussian filter of standard deviation σ. For large values of σ, the resulting field approaches 0, whereas smaller values of σ keep the field mostly random. However, the moderate values of σ make the resulting field perform elastic deformations, where σ defines the elasticity coefficient. The resulting field is then multiplied by a scaling factor α, which controls the deformation intensity.
Our implementation closely follows the described approach but we use the decoder output as the distortion field and apply resampling, similar to spatial transformer networks [20] . We fix σ = 4, but learn both α ∈ (0, 5] and the general decoder parameters. This means that the network itself controls where and how much to deform the object.
Noise Module (NS)
Applying slight random noise augmentation to the network input during training is common practice. In a similar fashion, we use the noise decoder to add generated values to the input. The noise decoder regresses a tensor of the input size with values in the range [−0.01, 0.01], which are then added to the input of the module.
Light Module (L)
Another feature not well covered by synthetic data is proper illumination. Recent methods [21, 29, 16, 53] prerender a number of synthetic images featuring different light conditions. Here, we instead implement differentiable lighting based on the simple Phong model [33] , which is fully operated by the network. While more complex parametric and differentiable illumination models do exist, we found this basic approach to already work quite well.
The module requires surface information which is provided in form of normal maps. From this, we generate three different types of illumination, namely ambient, diffusive, and specular. The light decoder outputs a block of 9 parameters that are used to define the final light properties, i.e., a 3D light direction, an RGB light color (restricted to the range of [0. 
Optimization Objective
The optimization objective of the deception network is essentially the loss of the recognition network; however, instead of minimizing it, we maximize it by updating the parameters in the direction of the positive gradient. This is achieved by adding a gradient reversal layer [12] between the deception and recognition nets as shown in Fig. 1 . The layer only negates the gradient when back-propagating, thereby resulting in the reversed optimization objective for a given loss. Therefore, the general optimization objective can be written as follows:
subject to
where x is the input image, y is the ground truth label, T is the task network, L t is the task loss, D is the deception network, and C m denotes the hard constraints defined by the deception modules enforced by projection after a gradient step. In this framework, the deception network's objective only depends on the objective of the recognition task and can, therefore, be easily applied to any other task.
Training Procedure
We use two different SGD solvers, where the actual task network has a learning rate of 0.001 with a decaying factor of 0.95 every 20000 th iteration. The learning rate of the deception network was found to work well with a constant value of 0.01. We train with a batch size of 64 for all the experiments and we stop training after 500 epochs. During the experimentation, we also discovered that concatenating real and perturbed images led to a consistent improvement in numbers.
Evaluation
In this section, we conduct a series of experiments to compare the capabilities of our pipeline with the state-ofthe-art domain adaptation methods. We first compare ourselves against these baselines for the problem of adaptation and will then compare in terms of generalization. We will conclude with an ablative analysis to measure the impact of each module and modality on the final performance.
As the first dataset, we used the popular handwritten digits dataset MNIST as well as MNIST-M, introduced in [13] for unsupervised domain adaptation (depicted in Figs. 3a  3b) . MNIST-M blends digits from the original monochrome set with random color patches from BSDS500 [2] by simply inverting the color values for the pixels belonging to the digit. The training split containing 59001 target images is then used for domain adaptation. The remaining 9001 target images are used for evaluation. That means that around 86% of the target data is used for training. Note that while MNIST is not technically synthetic, its clean and homogeneous appearance is typical for synthetic data.
The second dataset is the Cropped LineMOD dataset [51] consisting of small centered, cropped 64×64 patches of 11 different objects in cluttered indoor settings displayed in various of poses. It is based on the LineMOD dataset [15] featuring a collection of annotated RGB-D sequences recorded using the Primesense Carmine sensor and associated 3D object reconstructions. The dataset also features a synthetic set of crops of the same objects in various poses on a black background. We will treat this Synthetic Cropped LineMOD as the source dataset and the Real Cropped LineMOD as the target dataset. Domain adaptation methods use a split of 109208 rendered source images and 9673 real-world target images, 1000 real images for validation, and a target domain test set of 2655 images for testing. We show examples in Figs. 4a and 4b.
The last dataset pair we used for the experiments is SYN-THIA [37] and Cityscapes [10] . SYNTHIA is a collection of pixel-annotated road scene frames rendered from a virtual city. Cityscapes is its real counterpart acquired in the street scenes of 50 different actual cities. Following a common evaluation protocol, we used a subset of 9400 SYNTHIA images, also known as SYNTHIA-RAND-CITYSCAPES, as the source data and 500 Cityscapes validation images as the target data.
Adaptation Tests
All domain adaptation methods use a significant portion of the target data for training, making the resulting mapped source images very similar to the target images (e.g., Fig. 3b  vs 3d and Fig. 4b vs 4d) . A common benchmark for domain adaptation is then to compare the performance of a classifier trained on the mapped data against a classifier trained on the source data only (lower baseline) and against a classifier trained directly on the target data (upper baseline).
Our approach is generally disadvantaged since we can structure our domain mapping only through the source data and the deception architecture. To show that our learned randomization is indeed guided, we additionally implement an unguided randomization variant that applies train time augmentation similar to the related work. It employs the same modules and constraints as our deception network, but its perturbations are conditioned on random values in each forward pass instead of latent codes from the input. 
Classification on MNIST
In Table 1 we collect the results of the most relevant methods tested on the MNIST → MNIST-M scenario and split them according to the type of data used. Since domain adaptation methods use both source and target data for training, they are allocated to a separate group (S + T). Both our method and the unguided randomization variant only have access to the source data and are therefore grouped in S.
The task network follows the architecture presented in [12] , which is also used by the other methods. The task's objective L t is a simple cross entropy loss between the predicted and the ground truth label distributions. We can identify three key observations: (1) our method shows very competitive results (90.4% classification) and is on par with the latest domain adaptation pipelines: DSN -83.2%, DRIT -91.5% and PixelDA -95.9%. Moreover, we outperform most of the methods by a significant margin despite the fact that they had access to a large portion of the target data to minimize the domain shift. (2) Guiding the randomization leads to 7% higher accuracy which supports our claim convincingly. (3) Surprisingly, unguided randomization (with appropriate modules) alone is in fact enough to outperform most methods on MNIST.
Classification and Pose Estimation on LineMOD
As before, the domain adaptation methods are trained on a mix of source (Synthetic Cropped LineMOD) and target (Real Cropped LineMOD) data and we compare to the predefined baselines. We use the common task network for this benchmark from [12] and the associated task loss:
where the first term is the classification loss and the second term is the log of a quaternion rotation metric [19] . ξ weighs both terms whereas q s andq d are the ground truth and predicted quaternions, respectively.
The results in Table 1 present a more nuanced case. On this visually complex dataset, unguided randomization performs only above the lower baseline and is far behind any other method. Our guided randomization, on the other hand, with -95.8% classification and 51.9
• angle error is competitive with those of the latest domain adaptation methods using target data: DSN -100% & 53.3
• , DRIT -98.1% & 34.4
• , and PixelDA -99.9% & 23.5
• . Nonetheless, we believe that both DRIT and PixelDA are not fully reachable by target-agnostic methods like ours since the space of all needed adaptations (e.g., aberrations or JPEG artifacts) has to be spanned by our deception modules. The augmentation differences between PixelDA and our method (Figs. 4d and  4e ) suggest the existance of some visual phenomena we are still not accounting for with our deception network.
Generalization Tests
For the second set of experiments, we test the generalization capabilities of our method as well as the competing approaches. The major advantage of our pipeline is its independence from any target domain by design. To support our case we designed two new datasets: Table 1 : Baseline tests: While performing slightly worse than the leading state-of-the-art domain adaptation methods using target data, we still manage to achieve very competitive performance without access to target data.
• MNIST-COCO The data collection follows the exact same generation procedure of MNIST-M and has the same exact number of images for both training and testing. The only difference here is that instead of the BSDS500 dataset, we use crops from MS COCO. Fig. 3e demonstrates some of the newly generated images.
• Extended Real Cropped LineMOD Thanks to the help of the authors of the original LineMOD dataset [15] , we were able to get some of the original LineMOD objects, namely "phone", "benchvise", and "driller". We repeated the physical acquisition setup and generated an annotated scene for each object. Each scene depicts a specific object placed on a white markerboard atop a turntable and coarsely surrounded by a small number of cluttered objects, slightly occluding the object at times. Each sequence contains 130 RGB-D images covering the full 360
• rotation at an elevation angle of approximately 60
• . Given the acquired and refined poses, we again crop the images in the same fashion as in the Cropped LineMOD dataset [51] . All 390 images are used for evaluation, with some examples shown in Fig. 4c .
For a comparison with the strongest related methods, i.e., DSN, DRIT, and PixelDA, we used open source implementations and diligently ensured that we are able to properly train and reproduce the reported numbers from Table 1 . While the DRIT implementation worked well for the adaptation experiments, we failed to produce reasonably high numbers for the generalization experiment and chose to exclude it from the comparison.
Similar to before, we train them using the target data from MNIST-M and Real Cropped LineMOD. After the training is finished and the corresponding accuracies on the target test splits are achieved, we test them on the newly acquired dataset. While different, these extended datasets still bear a certain resemblance to the target dataset and we could expect to see a certain amount of generalization. For our randomization methods, we can immediately test on the Table 2 : Generalization tests: Our method generalizes well to the extended datasets, while the adaptation methods underperform due to overfitting. new data, since retraining is not necessary. As is evident from Table 2 , the accuracy of our method on MNIST-COCO is very close to the MNIST-M number (90.4% and 89.4% respectively). For the case of Extended Real Cropped LineMOD, we get even better results than for the Real Cropped LineMOD for both accuracy and angle error: We only need to classify 3 objects instead of 11 with a much smaller pose space, and the scenes are in general cleaner and less occluded. These results underline our claim with respect to generalization. This is, however, not the case for the domain adaptation methods showing drastically worse results. Interestingly, we observe an inverse trend where better results on the original target data lead to a more significant drop. Despite of having a very high accuracy on the target data and the ability to generate additional samples that do not exist in the dataset, these methods present typical signs of overfit mappings that cannot generalize well to the extensions of the same data acquired in a similar manner. The simple reason for this might be the nature of these methods: they do not generalize to the features that matter the most for the recognition task, but to simply replicate the target distribution as close as possible. As a result, it is not clear what the classifier exactly focuses on during inference; however, it could very likely be the particular type of images (e.g., in case of MNIST-COCO) or a specific type of backgrounds and illumination (e.g., in case of Extended Real Cropped LineMOD). In contrast to domain adaptation methods, our pipeline is designed not to replicate the target distribution, but to make the classifier invariant to the changes that should not affect classification, which is the reason why our results remain stable.
Ablation Studies
In this section, we perform a set of ablation studies to gain more insight into the impact of each module inside the deception network. Obviously, our modules model only a fraction of possible perturbations and it is important to understand the individual contributions. Moreover, we demonstrate how well we perform provided different types of input modalities for the LineMOD datasets. Table 4 : Real-world application: Segmentation performance on SYNTHIA → Cityscapes benchmark based on Intersection over Union (IoU) tested on 16 (mIoU) and 13 (mIoU*) classes of the Cityscapes dataset. Our method outperforms source and unguided by a significant margin and remains competitive to the methods relying on the target data.
Deception Modules
We tested 4 different variations of the deception net that use varying combinations of the deception modules: background (BG), noise (NS), distortion (DS), and light (L).
The exact combinations and the results on both datasets are listed in Table 3 . It can be clearly seen that each additional module in the deception network adds to the discriminative power of the final task network. The most important modules can also be easily distinguished based on the results. Apparently, the background module always makes a significant difference: the purely black backgrounds of the source data are drastically different from the real imagery. Another interesting observation is the strong impact the lighting perturbation has in the case of the Cropped LineMOD dataset. This enforces the notion that real sequences undergo many kinds of lighting changes that are not well-represented by synthetic renderings without any additional relighting. Note that the MNIST deception network does not employ lighting.
Input Modalities
For the task of simultaneous instance classification and pose estimation, we (as well as the other methods) always use the full RGB-D information. This ablation aims to show how well we fare provided only a certain type of data and the impact on the final results. Table 5 shows that RGB allows for better classification, whereas depth provides better pose estimates. We can further boost the classification enormously and reduce the pose error by combining both modalities. 
Real-world Scenario
We demonstrate a real-world application of our approach on a more practical problem of semantic segmentation using the common SYNTHIA → Cityscapes benchmark. Having only synthetic SYNTHIA renderings, we try to generalize to the real Cityscapes data by evaluating our method on 13 and 16 classes using the Intersection over Union (IoU) metric. This setup is particularly difficult since the domain gap problem here is intensified by a completely different set of segmentation instances and camera views. For a fair comparison, all methods use a VGG-16 base (FCN-8s) recognition network. The deception modules used in this case are as follows: 2D noise (NS), elastic distortion (DS), and light (L). Normal maps for the light module are generated from the available synthetic depth data. Table 4 shows that even without access to target domain data, our pipeline remains competitive with the methods relying on target data, showing mIoU of 27.5% and mIoU* of 32% (16 and 13 classes) -well above source and unguided. The results also confirm the generality of the approach with respect to the different task architectures and datasets.
Conclusion
In this paper we presented a new framework to tackle the domain gap problem when no target data is available. Using a task network and its objective, we show how to extend it with a simple encoder-decoder deception network and bind both in a min-max game in order to achieve guided domain randomization. As a result, we obtain increasingly more robust task networks. We demonstrate a comparable performance to domain adaptation methods on two datasets and, most importantly, show superior generalization capabilities where the domain adaptation methods tend to drop in performance due to overfitting to the target distribution. Our results suggest that guided randomization, because of its simple but effective nature, should become a standard procedure to define baselines for domain transfer and adaptation techniques.
